Smart computing is an emerging multidisciplinary area, aiming to use computing technology to design smart methods, build smart systems, and make human life better. Visual signal plays the most important role in the communication and interaction between human and the surrounding world, while the past decade has witnessed the rapid development of digital imaging and transmission technologies. It is estimated that by 2015 the U.S. consumers will capture more than 100 billion digital pictures annually. In many practical vision applications, how to smartly collect the desired data and how to design smart algorithms to analyze the collected large amount of visual data have become very challenging issues. Meanwhile, the advancement of cloud computing, social computing, machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies are bringing smart computing to a newer dimension and improving our ways of living.
This special issue invites original papers on topics that are related to smart computing for large scale visual data sensing and processing. It provides an effective forum for researchers and engineers from a broad range of disciplines to exchange their creative ideas, share recent research advances, and identify future directions in response to grand challenges in intelligent computing technologies for large scale vision problems. This special issue will significantly benefit a large variety of audience from both academia and industry.
The topics of this special issue include, but are not limited to:
 Visual data sensing and processing with new sensors  Large scale visual dataset benchmarking  High quality visual data reconstruction  Visual feature representation learning  Big visual data classification  Deep learning for vision applications  Vision applications for smartphone  Pervasive computing for vision  Cloud computing for vision  Active learning for visual data sensing and processing
Call for Papers
Neurocomputing Special Issue on
Smart Computing for Large Scale Visual Data
Sensing and Processing  Human in the loop for vision data processing  Multi-sensor visual data fusion  Internet based visual data exploration and computing  New computational architecture for large scale visual data processing Papers will be evaluated based on their originality, presentation, and contribution to the field, as well as their relevance to the special issue. The submitted papers must be written in excellent English and describe original research which has not been published nor currently under review by other journals or conferences. Previously published conference papers should be clearly identified by the authors (at the submission stage) and an explanation should be provided how such papers have been extended to be considered for this special issue. Guest editors will make an initial determination of the suitability and scope of all submissions. Papers that either lack originality, clarity in presentation or fall outside the scope of the special issue will not be sent for review and the authors will be promptly informed in such cases.
Paper Submission
All manuscripts and any supplementary material should be submitted through Elsevier Editorial System (EES). The authors must select as "SmartComp for Vision" when they reach the "Article Type" step in the submission process. Papers can be submitted via the online submission system for Neurocomputing (http://ees.elsevier.com/neucom/). Preparation of the manuscript must follow the Guide for Authors which is available there. 
Important Dates

